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Education

University of Exeter (2006-2009)
BSc (Hons) Biological Sciences - 2:1

Skillset

HTML and Haml - Proficient in the use of both languages
CSS3, Sass and SCSS - Excellent understanding
ES6, CoffeeScript and Typescript - Longhand javascript is longhand
Angular 1, 2 and Ionic - Developed with on multiple pojects, REST APIs
ReactJs and VueJs - Basic understanding
jQuery and Handlebars - Great understanding
Ruby on Rails - Basic but keen to futher my knowledge
Rspec and Protractor - For E2E testing
npm, Gulp and Webpack
Middleman - Static site generation in a ruby environment
PHP - Intermediate, with knowledge of OOP
MySQL - Confident at managing and extracting data from databases
Responsive Design and Build - For desktop, mobile and tablet
Bootstrap and Foundation frameworks
Github and Bitbucket- Great CLI understanding and branch management
Photoshop - Over 13 years of experience
Illustrator and Indesign - Capable and confident
APIs - Youtube, Facebook, Vimeo, Twitter, Google Maps and Tumblr
Campaign Monitor, Mailchip and SmartFocus email marketing
Management and Training - Of junior team members and clients
Scrum and Agile - Familiar with both workflows

Professional
Experience

Business 3.0 - Contract (March 2017-Current)
An extended contract working across multiple Angular2 and Ionic applications writing Sass and
Typescript as part of a close knit in-house digital team. Our team solved advanced technical issues
which arose from a modular multi-tenant platform. Additional responsiblities included training of
other developers, streamlining our development processes and build pipelines, and improving
intrabusiness relations between the the development team and the consultancy team. I was also
heavily involved in generating product ideas and concepts as well as regularly providing an interface
between the project manager and UI designers.
Clubhouse Studios - Contract (September 2016-November 2016)
Worked to finalise the ‘my account’ portal for Byron Burger’s website writing Handlebars, SCSS
and jQuery. Completed a fully bespoke tumblr theme fed via the rather basic tumblr API for Stella
McCartney written in ES6 and SASS. Also assisted the development of a microsite for Stella
McCartney wiritng VueJs to deliver an interactive questionnaire and facebook API integration to
exctract photos from user’s tagged photos and uploaded albums.

Big Sofa - Digital Media Company (September 2014-August 2016)
Full time employment with broad responsibility. I worked on multiple AngularJS and Rails
applications writing CoffeeScript, Haml and SCSS as well as basic Rails as part of a small agile
development team. While managing and traning junior members of the team I also directly managed
international clients. I was heavily involved in leading and delivering a project from concept to
completion for CMI Unilever. Additionally as a front-end specialist it was my responsiblity to
generate UI solutions and deliver interface designs to a high standard.
Big Sofa - Contract - Digital Media Company (June 2014-September 2014)
A three month contract working with Bootstrap, Haml, SCSS and CoffeeScript to rebuild the
front-end of the Big Sofa web app based on pre-provided deisgns. I worked between the project
techincal lead and the junior development team.
Selfridges & Co - Contract - Online Department (May 2014-June 2014)
A three week contract placed within Selfridges’ online team. I worked closely with the design team
to construct markup for the online store and website. I was also tasked with the templating and
testing of responsive marketing emails delivered via SmartFocus.
Yello Studio - Web and Creative Agency (Jan 2011-September 2013)
Worked as a key member of the studio supporting both the technical and creative directors
while also handling agency clients. I worked independently and collaboratively on larger projects
providing UI solutions as well as attending client meetings, managing clients and delivering training.
My role covered bespoke design, front-end development and back-end development, CMS
integration, email marketing and analytics.
Freelance Work (2008-Current)
Work for various personal clients. Full service website design, build and maintainence. I have also
worked on printed media design, branding and identity. Please visit my online portfolio.

Interests

Codebar (2015-Current)
I coach at codebar on a weekly basis to help people improve their programming skills. This often
involves instruction as well as mentoring students with personal projects.
Director of South London Touch Rugby Club (2015-Current)
I manage and run a social touch rugby club which meets every Saturday to play mixed touch.
Everest Base Camp (2013)
I completed a two week return trek to Mount Everest Base Camp in Nepal. While summiting
Kalapathar we reached our highest altitude of 5643m.
Rugby Union and Rugby League Teams, Half Marathons, Tough Mudder, Snowboarding,
Skiing, Scuba Diving and Squash.
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